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Novelties 2016 Jacco Maris: mrs.Q, insider, framed. 
 
Breda – March 2016. This year Jacco Maris presents three new design lighting collections: mrs.Q, insider wall 
lamp and framed suspension up-down. These lights each have their own unique character that adds value to 
any interior and creates an exceptional eye catcher. 
 

mrs.Q 
Jacco Maris Design has created this distinctive, 
brand new floor lamp with a characteristic leather 
finish. The perfect folded leather shade has a 
timeless, organic look and feel. Combined with the 
carefully designed metal stand, this new lady 
characterises the mixture of raw elegance. Mrs. Q is 
also available dressed in complete leather and as a 
floor and wall lamp. 
 
- Material:  base in coated bare black steel or    
  leather cladding. 
- Leather shade in colours:  natural, cognac,   
  dark brown, black or green 
- Model: floor and wall lamp 
- Dimensions: Floor lamp 215, Wall lamp 165cm  

 
insider wall lamp 
The insider, a magnificent fixture in casted 
aluminum with polished edges is now also available 
in a wall lamp version. The sturdy wall lamp is just 
like the insider suspension adjustable in its height 
and depth and can be turned in any direction!  The 
insiders are mains dimmable and completed with a 
LED light source. 
 
- Material: casted aluminium 
- Colour: aluminium, black, white 
- Model: wall lamp 
- Dimensions: ø 20.5cm 
 

 
framed suspension up-down 
The framed suspension up-down is available in 3 
sizes. The combination of hot rolled steel with 
details of robust leather makes this lamp an eye 
catcher in any interior. The framed up-down 
illuminates both sides, therefore ideal to hang 
above a table to create the perfect atmosphere in a 
home or work environment.  
 
- Material: hot-rolled steel 
- Colour: coated bare black steel, white 
- Model: suspension lamp  
- Dimensions: available in  120-160 and 200cm 
 

  
 

insider 

http://www.jaccomaris.com/
http://www.jaccomaris.com/mrs-q/
http://www.jaccomaris.com/insider-2/
http://www.jaccomaris.com/insider-2/
http://www.jaccomaris.com/framed/
http://www.jaccomaris.com/news-spread-the-word/
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Jacco Maris 
Jacco Maris has been designing and developing design lighting for twenty years. The company aims to combine 
design and functionality to create exceptional lighting. Light is a source of emotion, which Jacco Maris 
continually endeavours to capture in the perfect combination of forms and materials. The lights comprise 
intelligent shapes in commonly metal, which is designed, wrought and welded by hand.  Each form is carefully 
selected and precisely created to achieve the finest results. Designs are not only functional, but also serve as 
works of art.   
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Get to know us even more…. 
 

  

 

 
 
 
Note for editorial staff 
To request other high-resolution images, interviews or further information, please contact Jacco Maris Design  
0031 76 531 96 22 info@jaccomaris.com 
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http://www.jaccomaris.com/about-2/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/o16moj9mmzohh8r/kXzB1NUUTt
http://www.twitter.com/jaccomarisdesign
http://www.facebook.com/jaccomarisdesign
http://www.jaccomaris.com/
mailto:sales@jaccomaris.com
https://www.instagram.com/jaccomaris/
https://www.pinterest.com/jaccom/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jacco-maris-design
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wiYRqho9ox4

